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Abstract

Magnetoencephalography (MEG) is particularly well-suited to the study of human

motor cortex oscillatory rhythms and motor control. However, the motor tasks

studied to date are largely overly simplistic. This study describes a new approach:

a novel event-based simulated drive made operational via MEG compatible driving

simulator hardware, paired with differential beamformer methods to characterize

the neural correlates of realistic, complex motor activity. We scanned 23 healthy

individuals aged 16–23 years (mean age = 19.5, SD = 2.5; 18 males and 5 females,

all right-handed) who completed a custom-built repeated trials driving scenario.

MEG data were recorded with a 275-channel CTF, and a volumetric magnetic reso-

nance imaging scan was used for MEG source localization. To validate this para-

digm, we hypothesized that pedal-use would elicit expected modulation of primary

motor responses beta-event-related desynchronization (B-ERD) and movement-

related gamma synchrony (MRGS). To confirm the added utility of this paradigm,

we hypothesized that the driving task could also probe frontal cognitive control

responses (specifically, frontal midline theta [FMT]). Three of 23 participants were

removed due to excess head motion (>1.5 cm/trial), confirming feasibility. Non-

parametric group analysis revealed significant regions of pedal-use related B-ERD

activity (at left precentral foot area, as well as bilateral superior parietal lobe:

p < .01 corrected), MRGS (at medial precentral gyrus: p < .01 corrected), and FMT

band activity sustained around planned braking (at bilateral superior frontal gyrus:

p < .01 corrected). This paradigm overcomes the limits of previous efforts by

allowing for characterization of the neural correlates of realistic, complex motor

activity in terms of brain regions, frequency bands and their dynamic temporal

interplay.

Abbreviations: B-ERD, beta event-related desynchronization; FMT, frontal midline theta; MEG, magnetoencephalography; MRGS, movement-related gamma synchrony.
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1 | BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANCE

The neural processes underlying even simple, and certainly complex,

movements demand a dynamic interplay of multiple brain regions

involved in motor planning and execution. Oscillatory rhythms in the

brain are thought to play a significant role in both executing and con-

trolling movement, and magnetoencephalography (MEG), with source

localization and intrinsic high temporal resolution (ms), is particularly

well-suited to the noninvasive study of these cortical oscillatory

rhythms (Cohen, 1972; Hämäläinen et al., 1993; for reviews see

Cheyne, 2013; van Wijk et al., 2012). Advances in MEG analytical

methods, such as differential beamforming, have optimized the spatial

and spectral resolution of MEG and its use to investigate the spatial

organization of neural oscillatory dynamics over the motor cortex

(Barratt et al., 2018; Cheyne et al., 2006; Cheyne et al., 2008). These

methodological developments have resulted in significant advances in

knowledge regarding the association between movement-related cor-

tical oscillations (in the beta band, 14–30 Hz, and gamma band, 60–

90 Hz) and motor behavior during development, in health and in dis-

ease (Gaetz et al., 2010, 2013, 2020; Heinrichs-Graham et al., 2014;

Heinrichs-Graham & Wilson, 2015, 2016; Muthukumaraswamy, 2010;

Ulloa, 2022; Wilson et al., 2010; Wilson et al., 2011).

With the differential beamformer approach, trial-by-trial changes

in band-limited cortical oscillation power are contrasted with resting

(pretask) brain oscillatory activity, and peak changes are then localized

in the brain, corresponding to changes in oscillatory power within that

specific frequency band. For example, event-related desynchrony

(decrease in power) in the beta band (B-ERD), relative to resting beta

activity, occurs in a � 500 ms window around a simple button press

event (Cheyne et al., 2006; Gaetz et al., 2010; Gaetz et al., 2020) and

has been long used as an index of primary motor function, serving as

a presurgical identifier of motor cortex location. Similarly, movement-

related gamma band synchronization (MRGS) can also index cortical

motor activity closely tied to discrete movements of the body, typi-

cally occurring briefly (�200 ms) around movement onset (Cheyne

et al., 2008; Gaetz et al., 2010, 2011; Muthukumaraswamy, 2010;

Pfurtscheller et al., 2003; Wilson et al., 2010). This MRGS has been

shown to be part of a movement-related gamma network that is sen-

sitive to more complex motor control and other higher cognitive pro-

cesses during movement execution. For example, MRGS amplitude

and peak frequency is modulated by cognitive-motor response inter-

ference (Gaetz et al., 2013; Heinrichs-Graham et al., 2018; Wiesman

et al., 2020), MRGS amplitude is reduced when there is increased con-

textual response certainty (Wiesman et al., 2021). Thus, the spatial,

spectral, and temporal sensitivity of MEG provides us a valuable set of

tools to investigate the neural correlates of motor control and execu-

tion in laboratory-based motor tasks.

One challenge in the field is that the motor tasks typically studied

using MEG tend to lack the complexity and ecological relevance of

everyday motor behaviors, whereby increased higher-level cognitive

processes are needed for dynamic motor control in response to a

changing environment. Indeed, for most studies of motor cortex activ-

ity, the conventional experimental approach is to elicit a simple

repeatable movement from the research participant (or clinical

patient), such as a visually cued button-press response or a self-paced

“ballistic” movement of an isolated body part (e.g., individual finger

movements), critically interleaved with a “rest” period for each trial.

While this approach has produced valuable information about

movement-related cortical oscillations generally (e.g., how beta

rhythms change with typical development and differ in attention defi-

cit hyperactivity disorder [ADHD] and autism spectrum disorder

[ASD] populations, etc., see Heinrichs-Graham et al., 2018; and Gaetz

et al., 2020), it may limit the focus to corticospinal outflow neural

responses (e.g., indexing primary motor cortex activity), with limited

insight to the array of “non-primary” parieto-frontal networks respon-

sible for planning and coordinating complex movements more relevant

in the real-world. On tasks with greater motor control demands

(e.g., bimanual movements, visuo-motor integration, and increased

executive control), we anticipate that more complex cortical processes

will emerge (Battaglia-Mayer et al., 2003; Wenderoth et al., 2006).

In this proof-of-concept MEG study, we use an ecologically rele-

vant event-marked prototypical simulated-driving task combined with

frequency-specific differential beamformer spatial-filter methods to

probe primary motor function as well as higher-order cognitive con-

trol over performance. Driving is a ubiquitous and high-risk,

universally-relevant skill that relies on integrated sensory, motor, and

cognitive function (Anstey et al., 2005, 2012; Apolinario et al., 2009)

(for example, to operate the vehicle, respond to visual cues, maintain

attention, and avoid hazards in real time). Even relatively simple

aspects of driving, such as responding to traffic light changes, steering

and speed control nonetheless require access to these integrated neu-

ral processes. For example, stopping in response to a red-light cue at

an upcoming intersection not only requires the physical movement for

brake pedal depression, but also situational awareness (Baumann &

Krems, 2007) for the prolonged and coordinated planning and execu-

tion of braking (e.g., monitoring of speed and spatial positioning during

controlled deceleration in order to stop at the appropriate target

location).

Previous neuroimaging studies (typically using electroencephalog-

raphy [EEG], functional magnetic resonance imaging [fMRI], or func-

tional near-infrared spectroscopy [fNIRS]) have attempted to measure

neural activity during simulated and on-road driving tasks, within the

field of traffic safety research (Calhoun et al., 2002; Kan et al., 2013;

Balters et al., 2017; Schier, 2000; and for reviews, see: Balters

et al., 2021; Calhoun & Pearlson, 2012; Haghani et al., 2021). A recent

review (Haghani et al., 2021) highlights that neuroimaging studies to

date have largely focused on studying intoxicated driving (e.g., see

Calhoun et al., 2004; Calhoun & Pearlson, 2012), distracted driving
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(with a secondary task) (Fort et al., 2010; Schweizer et al., 2013; Xu

et al., 2017; Yuen et al., 2021), and fatigue and drowsiness detection

(Gharagozlou et al., 2015; Zhao et al., 2012; for a review, see Li &

Chung, 2022). Also, few simulated driving studies have included eco-

logical driving tasks that require control of a steering wheel and

pedals, rather than watching a video of driving or using a joystick or

button box controller (Spiers & Maguire, 2007; Walter et al., 2001).

Despite the clear potential advantages in spectral, temporal, and spa-

tial resolution, very few studies to date have utilized MEG imaging

(Fort et al., 2010; Sakihara et al., 2014). While one MEG study (Fort

et al., 2010) indeed adopted an event-related design, analogous to

that which we describe, that study focused on attentional demands

and distracted driving, and used only broadband (0–75 Hz, and thus,

not frequency-specific measurements) and did not report on either

beta or gamma band motor cortical activity, nor any index of cognitive

control. On the other hand, the other MEG study by Sakihara et al.

(Sakihara et al., 2014) using differential beamformer spatial filter anal-

ysis identified the existence and location of frontal midline theta

(FMT; 3–9 Hz) band, an established marker of cognitive control/

executive function (Cavanagh & Frank, 2014), but collapsed all activity

over time, essentially integrating over the whole driving experience

(3 min), and thus not resolving its temporal dynamics and its interplay

with motor cortex activity.

The current study builds on these two prior studies by:

(i) adopting an event-related approach, analogous to Fort et al., but

focusing on the motor and motor control systems, and (ii) using a

frequency-specific analysis, like Sakihara et al., allowing separation of

theta, beta, and gamma oscillations. This approach affords harnessing

the full merit of MEG—that is a spatial, temporal, and spectral charac-

terization of brain function during simulated driving. Thus, in this

study, we adopted an event-related approach, containing embedded

and time-stamped events corresponding to traffic light changes as

well as driver behavior (e.g., acceleration and braking). Drivers per-

formed the same prototypical simulated driving task repeated over

numerous trials so that we could assess time-locked changes in corti-

cal oscillation power associated with specific aspects of driving behav-

ior. This approach then uses frequency-specific differential

beamformer-based spatial-filter analysis of specific events that occur

while driving (e.g., onset of accelerator and brake pedals). We exam-

ined movement-related cortical oscillations in a group of 23 typically

developing teens and young adults (limited to adolescents and young

adults to (1) reduce variability in driving experience, and (2) reduce

variability due to significant endogenous differences in participant

oscillatory power which is known to change with age: see Gaetz

et al., 2010; Rossiter et al., 2014; Wilson et al., 2010).

The primary objective of the current study is to determine

whether well-characterized lab-based measures of motor cortex neu-

ral oscillatory activity (e.g., B-ERD and MRGS) can also be identified in

a complex and ecologically valid setting, simulated driving, or whether

the ongoing cognitive demands of such a paradigm might obscure

these indices (that have hitherto been primarily observed using simple,

button-press paradigms of limited generalizability). Recapitulation of

these well-described observations (i.e., ground truth physiological

responses) of motor cortex activity in this novel, complex, and

ecologically valid paradigm would support the further development of

this paradigm scenario and methodological approach. Second, antici-

pating the spatial identification of nodal activity in the motor control

network, including B-ERD and MRGS in primary motor cortex

[MI] and FMT activity, as has been previously reported, we hypothe-

size that the high temporal resolution of MEG, combined with our

event-related paradigm, will allow resolution of the temporal dynam-

ics of interplay of activity in these regions subserving complex

behavior.

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | Participants

This study recruited 23 typically developing individuals (sex = 18

males and 5 females; mean age = 19.4, SD = 2.4, range = 16–

24 years) through email campaigns and posted study flyers. All partici-

pants provided informed consent (or assent with parental consent)

and in compliance with the Declaration of Helsinki. Eligible partici-

pants were 16 years or older and spoke English as a first language.

Exclusion criteria included: previous diagnosis of ASD, Asperger's syn-

drome, pervasive developmental delay, other psychiatric disorders,

seizure and neurologic disorders, severe claustrophobia, or uncorrect-

able hearing or vision issues. Twenty participants had their full license,

and three participants were still in the learner's permit status. Three

subjects with excessive head motion or large movement artifacts

across numerous trials during the study were excluded, leaving

N = 20 in the final analytical sample, all of which were right-handed.

2.2 | Procedures

All study procedures were approved by the CHOP Institutional

Review Board. Participants completed an MEG brain scan while

seated upright and using the MEG-compatible driving simulator hard-

ware (Current Designs, Inc., https://www.curdes.com). Participants

were acclimated to the driving simulation (Diagnostic Driving, Inc.,

https://diagnosticdriving.com) using an introductory scenario to get

used to the steering wheel/pedals and practice trials for the driving

scenario (detailed below). Once familiarized with the vehicle controls

and scene, participants then completed the experimental drive trials.

Following this, participants were offered a break before proceeding to

complete an approximately 1-hour magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)

brain scan for anatomic localization of MEG detected brain activity,

through source modeling.

2.3 | Driving simulation

2.3.1 | Driving simulation hardware

The hardware for driving simulation consisted of a MEG-compatible

projection screen paired with an MEG-compatible driving simulator
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package (Current Designs, Inc.) including a steering wheel, brake, and

accelerator pedal. Light is sent from an interface unit (outside the

shielded room) through a long optical fiber bundle to sensors on the

driving control hardware: see Figure 1. These sensors modulate the

light in proportion to movement (e.g., depressing the brake pedal, etc.)

and this light signal is transmitted back to the interface unit where the

detected signals are converted into standard USB control signals for

use with the driving simulation software. In addition, these signals are

also sent to the MEG ADC interface unit as voltage traces propor-

tional to steering, accelerator and brake pedal activity for recording

synchronized with MEG data acquisition. These traces are inspected

for events of interest (such as evidence of onset of braking or acceler-

ation) and indicated by manually-placed data markers off-line. The

Current Designs hardware interfaces with Diagnostic Driving Inc. soft-

ware which delivers custom-built driving scenarios for this study

(developed in the unity3d programming environment), described in

detail below.

2.3.2 | Driving simulation task paradigm

We custom-built a prototypical driving scenario with only basic driv-

ing task demands for accelerating, coasting and braking, in order to

facilitate identifying the landmark physiological responses of the

motor cortex time-locked to driving movements (accelerating and

braking) without additional cognitive demands (as with ambient traffic,

pedestrians, hazards, etc.). Starting with a basic drive allows for future

studies to systematically increase complexity within the driving scene

for a more challenging driving scenario. Thus, this drive required start-

ing and stopping on cue at traffic light intersections on a straight road-

way (speed management), with no turns, and no other vehicles or

pedestrians (see Figure 2). The paradigm begins with a rest period

(9 s) during which the drivers were instructed to look at the rest

screen (with only the word “rest” projected on screen) and relax their

hands and feet away from the vehicle controls. After rest, the simu-

lated scene begins with the driver's vehicle in a stopped position at a

F IGURE 1 Image of driver using
simulated driving set-up in the
magnetoencephalography laboratory

F IGURE 2 Schematic illustration of the driving trials including: (a) an aerial-view schematic illustration of the rest period and trial sequence of
the driving task, with (b) a snapshot of the driving scene on screen as the driver approaches the red-light intersection at the end of the trial. Each
subject was given the following instructions: The driving task involves starting and stopping at traffic light intersections. “Please wait for the light
to turn green to ‘go’ and be sure to ‘stop’ close to the thick solid white lines at the next red light. Otherwise, please keep your speed at 35 miles
per hour.”
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red traffic-light intersection on a simple straight roadway with no

other vehicles present. After 1 s, the red light turns green, signaling

participants to start accelerating, with the dashboard navigation

screen indicating they should drive straight forward. As they approach

the next traffic-light intersection, the green light ahead turns to yel-

low, and then red, signaling to the participant to brake and stop at the

upcoming intersection. Once the driver comes to a complete stop

(at the intersection), the rest screen appears for the next trial starting

with a rest period.

All participants were given an opportunity to practice driving in a

simple driving scene on a simple roadway without other vehicles or

pedestrians. Basic motor movements of driving were performed:

(i) accelerating (using accelerator pedal), (ii) braking (using brake pedal),

and (iii) practice steering on curved sections of the road. A limited set

of practice trials were conducted to allow participants to become

familiar with the task and vehicle controls (i.e., steering wheel and

pedal sensitivity). For the experimental drive, there was a block of

20 repeated trials consisting of a rest period (9 s) at the beginning, fol-

lowed by active driving (�19 s). The trial duration of the simulated

drive depends largely on how fast the car travelled per trial. Drivers

were asked to accelerate and maintain a speed of �35 mph, thus the

total of 20 trials took approximately 530 s (a maximum of 30 s per

trial � 20 trials, thus 600 s maximum). Maximum speed and trial dura-

tion, as well as accelerator pedal and brake pedal onset timepoints,

were recorded as behavioral indices of performance.

Just out of view, on the border of the driving scene projection, a

photodiode is placed over a black/white voxel that displays luminance

changes built into the driving simulation software presentation as

event triggers for the MEG data, for example, marking when each rest

period ended and when the traffic lights changed color. These markers

were used for defining the event/cue-related epochs for MEG analy-

sis. Mean values for each cue-response latency were noted and mean

accelerator pedal and brake pedal onset times are plotted along with

the percent oscillatory power change versus time for each of the fre-

quency bands of interest (beta [B-ERD], gamma [MRGS], and

theta [FMT]).

2.4 | MEG data acquisition

Whole-head MEG recordings were conducted using a CTF-Omega

275 channel system (CTF MEG International Services, Coquitlam,

B.C.) sampled continuously at 600 Hz (continuous recording of 600 s

duration [0–150 Hz band-pass] containing repeated “trials”). MEG

data was acquired while participants sat upright and viewed the driv-

ing scene back-projected (via mirrors) to a screen �90 cm in front of

the seat (controlled via a simulation presentation computer outside

the magnetically shielded room). Prior to data acquisition, three

actively driven head localization fiducial coils were placed at the

nasion and preauricular locations and used for co-registration of the

digitized head surface with the subject's brain anatomical MRI. Head

position was continuously monitored at 10 Hz throughout each MEG

recording.

2.5 | MRI acquisition

Whole-brain MRI was conducted using a 3.0 Tesla Siemens Verio™

MR scanner using a 32-channel receive-only head coil. We obtained a

3D magnetization prepared rapid acquisition gradient-echo (MPRAGE)

scan in axial orientation, with field of view = 256 � 256 � 192 mm3

and matrix = 256 � 256 � 192 mm3 to yield 1 mm isotropic voxel

resolution (TR/TE = 1900/2.87 ms; inversion time = 1100 ms; flip

angle = 9 degrees). MRI-visible markers were placed at the three

MEG fiducial coil locations for co-registration with the MEG data.

2.6 | MEG analysis

As mentioned above, the goal is to assess movement-related cortical

oscillations associated with specific movements occurring on each

trial. Thus, the continuously recorded data were epoched into trials of

28 s duration, starting with the onset of the 9 s rest condition. First,

maximum head motion was noted for each individual in our sample

(N = 20), and 7 trials out of a possible 395 total trials were removed

due to head motion in excess of 1.5 cm. Third-order gradient correc-

tion was applied, and direct current (DC) offset removed using the

CTF analysis program DataEditor; version 5.4.1. Accelerator and brake

pedal onset times were then marked manually for each trial.

2.6.1 | Beamformer analysis

The synthetic aperture magnetometry (SAM) beamformer algorithm

was used for source localization (Gaetz et al., 2010; Vrba &

Robinson, 2001). For each subject, noise-normalized differential

power values were calculated (integrated across a spectro-temporal

“active” window compared to a “baseline” time windows) at the spa-

tial source location of each individual's peak responses and expressed

as the pseudo-t statistic, hereafter abbreviated as “pseudo-t”
(Nichols & Holmes, 2002). Using SAM, we first explored two fre-

quency bands where we hypothesized modulations of motor cortical

oscillations associated with the accelerator and brake pedal onsets (B-

ERD and MRGS). To establish the timing details of our experimental

approach, B-ERD (14–30 Hz), and MRGS (60–90 Hz) precise baseline

and active window times and durations were established from visual

inspection of the time-frequency responses (TFRs). Specifically, B-

ERD differential source activity was assessed using a 5 s active win-

dow (�1.0 to 4.0 s) with respect to brake onset time, contrasted to a

5 s baseline period time-referenced to the “Rest” period (3–8 s).

MRGS was assessed using a 3 s active window (�1 to 2 s) with

respect to brake onset and contrasted with a 3 s (5–8 s) baseline

“Rest” period. The previous MEG study by Sakihara et al. (2014)

reported FMT band responses during simulated driving. Thus, we also

explored whether we would observe event-specific synchrony in FMT

(3–9 Hz). We used a 4 s active window (time locked to pedal onset)

contrasted with a 4 s baseline time window (4–8 s), again following a

visual assessment of FMT responses from time-frequency data.
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2.6.2 | MEG group analysis

Magnetic resonance imaging structural images and the individual dif-

ferential SAM beamformer results B-ERD, MRGS, and FMT analysis

were first normalized to the Montreal Neurologic Institute (MNI) tem-

plate using a nonlinear (FNIRT) (Andersson et al., 2008) registration

transform. Voxelwise general linear modeling was applied to the nor-

malized beamformer images using permutation-based nonparametric

testing, correcting for multiple comparisons using the FMRIB Soft-

ware Library (FSL: http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/). That is, nonpara-

metric permutations (Nichols and Holmes, 2002) for each frequency

band (one sample) t-tests were conducted using the full permutation

set (4096) for each band with 10 mm of variance smoothing following

previously published MEG/beamformer methods (Hamandi et al.,

2011). Family-wise error corrected p-values are reported using a non-

parametric null distribution of the maximum (omnibus) voxel-wise test

statistic.

2.6.3 | Region of interest time–frequency analysis

Time-frequency responses for peak B-ERD, MRGS, and FMT loca-

tions were evaluated by first noting the peak source location of the

SAM localized response per individual. Peak locations for each fre-

quency band of interest were then used for “virtual sensor” TFR

analysis using the Hilbert transform. TFR analyses of source wave-

forms for each individual's peak source locations were conducted at

0.5 Hz frequency steps between 1 and 100 Hz and represented as a

percentage change from baseline for each frequency band of inter-

est, and then averaged over subjects. Percent change in B-ERD,

MRGS, and FMT frequency bands was then assessed and plotted

over time in relation to the mean time of accelerator and brake pedal

onset.

2.7 | Statistical analysis

The frequency bands selected for source analysis were also used for

statistical inference. For each frequency band, statistical inference

was done for a selected set of time windows (indicated below in each

analysis) using a nonparametric permutation test to correct for multi-

ple comparisons. Pearson's product–moment correlation analysis was

used to calculate the association between frequency bands and age,

as well as driving performance. To address the multiple tests per-

formed, we applied a conservative Bonferroni corrected p-value

threshold (p < .0167 to accommodate the three frequency bands) to

infer statistical significance. Given observed changes in behavioral

performance over trials, we conducted a post hoc analysis of changes

in frequency power over trials also. We examined this by comparing

the first and second half of trials across the experiment (given the

small sample size and thus inadequate subject-to-noise ratio for more

granular analysis).

3 | RESULTS

Of the 20 participants remaining in this study (sex = 16 males,

4 females; mean age = 19.6; SD = 2.5; range = 16–24), average head

motion was 0.57 cm overall (SD = 0.27 cm; range = 0.22–1.37 cm).

The average number of trials available for analysis after head motion

correction was 19.5 (SD = 1.28; range = 15–20).

On average, accelerator pedal onset in response to the green traf-

fic light occurred at 10.3 s (SD = 0.4) after the start of the trial, with

time zero set to the onset of the 9 s rest period. Average brake onset

time was 19.9 s (SD = 1.0), which varied more across participants, as

evidenced by the increased SD. The mean trial duration for the group

was 25.0 s, with a statistically significant reduction in trial duration

over trials: trial duration was 0.7 s shorter in the latter half of trials ver-

sus the first half of trials (25.4 vs. 24.7 s, t[17] = �4.05, p = .0008).

However, the mean max speed (39.2 mph across all trials) did not differ

between early and late trials (38.6 mph in early trials versus 39.2 mph;

paired t-test: t[15], p = .14). Neither max speed nor trial duration were

associated with age, but both of these behavioral performance mea-

sures were highly correlated with each other. For this reason, only trial

duration was selected for use in subsequent analysis (as a more com-

plete index of driving performance, e.g., reflecting the integrated con-

tributions of faster acceleration, speed, and braking, all of which are

subject to modulation through learning, familiarity and/or habituation).

3.1 | Beta event-related desynchrony

Nonparametric group analysis revealed significant regions of B-ERD

activity, localized to the left precentral neuroanatomically-expected

“foot area”, as well as bilateral superior parietal lobe (p < .01 cor-

rected): see Figure 3. Time-frequency plots of source waveform activ-

ity obtained from the peak spatial locations showed that B-ERD

duration was approximately 200–300 ms starting around the time of

accelerator pedal onset (which was less variable across participants)

and approximately 1000 ms around the time of brake onset (which

was more variable across participants). Average B-ERD power had a

significant positive, but weak, association with age (R2 = 0.23

p = .033), that did not survive Bonferroni correction, but nonetheless

represents support for a hypothesis relating B-ERD with age.

3.2 | Movement related gamma synchrony

Nonparametric group analysis revealed significant regions of MRGS,

localized to the medial precentral gyrus, consistent with contralateral

midline “foot area” (p < .01 corrected): see Figure 4. Time-frequency

plots of source waveform activity obtained from each subject's peak

location showed MRGS lasting approximately 200 ms starting around

the onset of accelerator pedal depression and approximately 300 ms

around braking. Although the transition to red traffic light was pre-

ceded by a yellow traffic light, visual inspection of the behavioral
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responses did not, in any case, indicate a coordinated motor response

until after red-light onset. MRGS power appeared to increase with

age, but there was no statistically significant association.

Furthermore, MRGS power appeared to decrease across trials. In

a post hoc analysis, we examined if changes in MRGS power were

associated with the observed decrease in trial duration over trials. The

F IGURE 3 Grand averaged
(N = 20) beta frequency (14–
30 Hz) over trial time (a), power
change over trial time (b), and
peak locations (c), demonstrating
beta event-related desynchrony
(Beta-ERD) around accelerator
(“gas”) and brake pedal use. The
p < .01 threshold for significant

peak locations (c) is derived from
the nonparametric permutation
testing and used as a mask.
Displayed within the masked
region are the true average
pseudo-t statistics from the
actual study. Thus, all pseudo-t's
in that region (within the mask)
meet a criterion of p < .01, but
the average intensity of these
resultant maps reveal the
underlying group average value
of each parameter in pseudo-t
units.

F IGURE 4 Grand averaged
(N = 20) motor gamma related
synchrony (MRGS) frequency
over trial time (a), power change
over trial time (b), and peak

locations (c), demonstrating
MRGS at the onset of the
accelerator (“gas”) pedal and
similarly around brake pedal use.
The p < .01 threshold for
significant peak locations (c) is
derived from the nonparametric
permutation testing and used as
a mask. Displayed within the
masked region are the true
average pseudo-t statistics from
the actual study. Thus, all
pseudo-t's in that region (within
the mask) meet a criterion of
p < .01, but the average intensity
of these resultant maps reveal
the underlying group average
value of each parameter in
pseudo-t units.
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mean MRGS peak value was reduced from 1.68 (SEM = 0.17) in the

first half of trials, to 1.26 (SEM = 0.17) in the second half of trials: this

difference was significant at the corrected p value (p = .011). How-

ever, after excluding one extremely outlying MRGS value (beyond the

99% confidence interval) in the early trial condition, this difference

was only statistically significant at the uncorrected p-value: p = .028.

See Figure 5. However, MRGS did correlate with overall trial duration

(R2 = 0.16, p = .015) with a decrease of 0.19 units of gamma power

per second reduction in trial duration.

3.3 | Frontal midline theta synchrony

Nonparametric group analysis revealed significant regions of FMT

band activity, specifically at the left and right superior frontal gyri

(p < .01 corrected): See Figure 6. Time-frequency analysis based on

peak FMT activity showed a significant increase in theta power at

both the onset of accelerator and brake pedal depression in the driv-

ing task. However, this theta activity was sustained for a longer dura-

tion after the onset of braking (see Figure 6). A nonsignificant trend in

FMT power increase with age was observed. FMT power appeared to

be associated with pedal onset time, so we conducted a post hoc mul-

tiple regression analysis, considering the potential association

between behavioral pedal onset time and candidate explanatory

regressors age and FMT power. There was no association between

FMT and age (F = 0.65, p = .43), but a significant negative association

between accelerator pedal onset time and FMT power at brake onset

(F = 10.2, p = .005) with a slope of �0.40 such that accelerator onset

time was faster by 0.4 s per unit increase in brake-related FMT (range

F IGURE 5 Changes in grand averaged movement-related gamma
synchrony power between 1st and 2nd half of trials (top of figure),
and trial duration in seconds plotted over trials (bottom of figure)

F IGURE 6 Grand averaged
frontal midline theta (FMT)
frequency over trial time (a),
power change over trial time (b),
and peak locations (c),
demonstrating FMT synchrony at
the onset of the accelerator
(“gas”) pedal and similarly around
brake pedal use. The p < .01
threshold for significant peak
locations (c) is derived from the
nonparametric permutation
testing and used as a mask.
Displayed within the masked
region are the true average
pseudo-t statistics from the
actual study. Thus, all pseudo-t's
in that region (within the mask)
meet a criterion of p < .01, but
the average intensity of these
resultant maps reveal the
underlying group average value
of each parameter in pseudo-t
units.
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of FMT powers was 0.7–3.3 pseudo-t). Thus, it seems the expression

of FMT signaling is significantly associated with faster behavioral

responses for accelerator pedal onset.

4 | DISCUSSION

This study aimed to establish a novel paradigm for the field by com-

bining MEG and frequency-specific differential beamformer methods

with an event-based simulated driving scenario. The main findings of

this study are the observation of primary motor and higher-level

motor control neural oscillatory activity, in different spatial nodes, in

different frequency bands and, critically, at inter-related times relative

to specific events in the simulated driving scenario. We established

the validity of our more complex and ecologically valid simulated driv-

ing paradigm by observing the well-characterized measures of motor

cortex neural oscillatory activity, in this case, B-ERD and MRGS. In

addition, we demonstrate that the high temporal and spectral resolu-

tion of MEG, combined with our event-related paradigm, allows reso-

lution of the temporal dynamics of interplay of activity in different

brain regions, with correlates to underlying behavior. Specifically, we

note the temporal dynamics of B-ERD, and MRGS throughout the

driving task and the significant emergence of FMT in coordination

with both acceleration and braking behavior. Additionally, the power

of MRGS was observed to change between early and late trials (stron-

ger in the first 10 trials vs. the last 10 trials) in association with a sig-

nificant decrease in trial duration.

These observations have several important ramifications. First,

the TFR of dynamic motor related oscillatory activity (B-ERD and

MRGS: well-characterized in artificial lab paradigms) raises the very

real possibility of employing principled basic science methods to a

complex and ecologically valid (and highly relevant to the real-world)

experimental protocol. Second, by adopting an event-related design

embedded in the realistic, albeit prototypical, driving scene, we can

ascertain the temporal dynamics of neural oscillatory activity; most

specifically, the dynamic interplay of FMT and motor cortex activity. If

we hypothesize that FMT reflects surges of top-down cognitive con-

trol and motor cortex activity (B-ERD and MRGS) reflects implemen-

tation of task demands, then this dynamic interplay resolved in our

experimental design may be seen to underly behavior. It is worth not-

ing that while the spatial nodes of this cognitive control network

might readily be resolved using other functional imaging modalities

(fMRI: see Stanley et al., 2013) or even temporally-integrated MEG

studies, our event-related approach additionally allows resolution of

the temporal dynamics of each band-limited node in the driving task

network.

The observation of a burst of FMT activity at the onset of accel-

eration and a sustained burst after the onset of braking implies

increased demand for cognitive control over goal directed behavior

(i.e., lower demands during acceleration, vs. higher demands when

coordinating stopping the car at the target location directly before the

intersection, when more precision is needed). Prior studies examining

other cognitive control tasks have shown that FMT responses

originate in the dorsal anterior cingulate and adjacent medial prefron-

tal cortex (Domic-Siede et al., 2021; Van Veen & Carter, 2006;

Womelsdorf et al., 2010) and it has been argued that FMT reflects the

mechanism by which cognitive control is initiated, executed, and per-

haps communicated across disparate brain regions (Cavanagh &

Frank, 2014; Cooper et al., 2019; Eisma et al., 2021; Ishii et al., 2014;

Nowak et al., 2018). However, most studies fail to establish the tem-

poral dynamics of FMT interacting with imperative cues and cortical,

as well as behavioral, responses (see Cavanagh & Frank, 2014; Eisma

et al., 2021; Ishii et al., 2014).

Studies of simple motor tasks (finger tapping and button-pushing

tasks) have not reported FMT responses, suggesting it may be invoked

only in complex, coordinated and controlled motor behaviors. We sug-

gest that, in contrast to simple button press tasks, even this prototypi-

cal but ecologically-valid simulated driving task creates a demand for

more top-down cognitive control of motor behavior: more specifically,

for ongoing updating and monitoring of speed and vehicle position

when accelerating at the start of the trial and, even more so, when

planning and managing braking with the goal of careful stopping at

the next traffic light intersection (reflected in sustained FMT after

brake onset). One prior MEG driving study revealed a significant

increase in FMT during driving, but the authors' analysis approach,

temporally-integrated over a 3-min window in which multiple motor

actions occurred (Sakihara et al., 2014), limited the ability to associate

FMT temporally with any of these specific motor actions. While Fort

et al., used an event-related paradigm, similar to ours, their analysis

was broadband and thus failed to appreciate frequency band specific

changes in rhythmic activity (e.g., FMT, B-ERD, and MRGS). Our trials-

based (event-related) paradigm, combined with frequency band selec-

tive analysis overcomes the limits of previous efforts by allowing for

characterization of the neural correlates of realistic, complex motor

activity in terms of brain regions, frequency bands and their dynamic

temporal interplay.

Interestingly, post hoc analysis found an association between

FMT power and a behavioral response of pedal onset time: FMT

power at brake onset, in response to the red light at the upcoming

intersection at the end of the trial, was associated with accelerator

pedal onset time, in response to the green light at the start of the trial

(linking FMT power to a behavioral response). However, we did not

resolve two more intuitive associations: (i) FMT at accelerator onset

associated with accelerator pedal onset time, and (ii) FMT power at

brake onset associated with brake pedal onset time. The lack of obser-

vation of these more intuitively-anticipated relationships is mitigated

by experimental design considerations: the relatively brief time to

execute acceleration, and the less cognitively demanding task of exe-

cuting this behavior, compared to the relatively protracted time and

demands of the braking event (bringing the car to stop in response to

changing traffic lights and an approaching intersection). Furthermore,

the brake onset time represents a poor correlative variable since it is

referenced to the green light cued accelerator onset at the start of the

trial but does not account for speed during the trial.

One of the challenges implicit in our paradigm, or possibly any

prolonged ecologically valid paradigm (or real life), is progressive
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habituation/learning towards “auto pilot,” with both the positive and

negative ramifications thereof. This learning/habituation effect was

manifest as a significant decrease in trial duration over the course of

20 “repeats” and was associated with a progressive decrease in MRGS

power. To our knowledge, this is the first demonstration of a signifi-

cant within condition (early trials vs. late trials) change to MRGS

power. Thus, this reduction in gamma power may reflect increased

response certainty (with more gamma at the start when the trials were

still novel), or reflect the learning process itself (with greater gamma

at beginning trials while learning the new task: see Nowak et al., 2018

for a review of the functional significance of the role of MRGS activity

in plasticity and learning). One prior study of repetitive finger move-

ments saw MRGS activity maximally at the first movement of a

sequence (Muthukumaraswamy, 2010). Another study of a bimanual

finger tapping task involving congruent and incongruent cued trials

showed that MRGS was reduced with increased contextual response

certainty (Wiesman et al., 2021). Although it is not clear exactly what

the change in gamma power reflects in the current study, it lends fur-

ther support to prior arguments that MRGS reflects higher-level

motor control or cognitive processing during movement in response

to dynamic environmental demands (Nowak et al., 2018; Ulloa, 2022).

While the current study did not reveal changes in FMT power over tri-

als, prior work suggests that FMT and gamma oscillations may work

together for motor learning by underpinning network-level plastic

changes (Nowak et al., 2018). One recent study found that increasing

theta-gamma phase amplitude coupling (PAC) via transcranial alternat-

ing current stimulation (tACS) to MI areas resulted in improved motor

skill acquisition (Akkad et al., 2021). Exploring the theta-gamma PAC

coupling during driving or other more complex motor tasks that

require learning are exciting next steps for future research (Bramson

et al., 2018; Dürschmid et al., 2014).

Finally, as hypothesized, beta desynchrony was also observed

over the foot areas of the primary motor cortex MI during accelerator

and brake pedal events and correlated with age, in line with previous

work (Gaetz et al., 2010; Gaetz et al., 2020), despite the narrow age

range of our sample. We did not see age correlate with gamma or

theta frequencies as reported in other studies (Liu et al., 2014;

Trevarrow et al., 2019), likely due to our narrow age-range. Further-

more, the beta modulation localized to more posterior areas of the

superior parietal lobe was an unanticipated finding, as it is not usually

observed on more basic motor tasks (i.e., visually-cued button-

pressing tasks) (Heinrichs-Graham et al., 2018; Jurkiewicz

et al., 2006). The superior parietal lobe is part of the dorsal-visual

stream (the “where” pathway) known for processing location-in-space

information, and has also been directly associated with visuo-motor

integration and spatial working memory processing (Curtis, 2006;

Proskovec et al., 2018). Both visuo-motor integration and spatial

working memory are conceivably required for the performance of this

driving task, particularly when monitoring speed and position when

accelerating, and when planning and monitoring deceleration to stop

at the intersection. More broadly, superior parietal areas have been

identified as mediating top-down control of spatial attention

(Corbetta et al., 2000).

In summary, these findings suggest that even this relatively simple

prototypical simulated driving task can probe not only expected pri-

mary motor cortex responses (B-ERD) but also higher-level motor

control (MRGS) and cognitive control (FMT) responses in relation to

specific motor demands. With this paradigm, the level of complexity

of the driving scene could be systematically increased by adding sce-

nario features such as traffic, pedestrians, hazards, and distractions.

Thus, building on these results, future studies may reveal additional

frontal or other cognitive control neural responses related to driving

behaviors that may be modulated by task difficulty or cognitive work-

load, distractions or both exogenous and endogenous confounds.

4.1 | Limitations

This study recruited a relatively young and small sample of adults, of

which the majority was male, limiting the generalizability of the find-

ings to the broader population. Future studies should explore these

findings in a larger sample with broader age ranges to determine the

consistency in the patterns. Signal to noise limitations prohibited us

performing a trial-by-trial analysis of oscillatory power changes during

the repeated trials of the paradigm. Nonetheless, we compared the

first and second half of trials for changes in FMT, MRGS and B-ERD

power. Again, future studies could examine changes in power over tri-

als at a more granular level, perhaps with increases in SNR through

optimized hardware, or through sliding window averaging algorithms.

Furthermore, while we observed a positive association between B-

ERD and age, no other rhythm appeared associated with age, likely

due to the limited age range included in this study sample: a broader

age range may likely reveal age related changes in MRGS and FMT

power (Gaetz et al., 2013; Trevarrow et al., 2019). Of note, we also

relied on average power which may not be the best metric for reveal-

ing variability with other factors, such as age. Future work can further

examine the different properties of cortical oscillation responses, such

as inter-trial coherence, in relation to task events and other factors. In

addition, future studies should consider adding concurrent eye track-

ing measurement, to consider the relation to eye movements during

the driving task.

4.2 | Conclusion

This study establishes an ecologically valid experimental paradigm, an

event-related simulated driving task designed for use with frequency-

specific differential beamformer spatial-filter analysis, allowing

characterization of brain activity in space, time, and frequency. This

proof-of-concept study first validated the utility of this paradigm for

capturing primary motor cortex responses in foot areas relative to the

onset of the gas and brake pedal, and further established its utility for

measuring higher-level motor and frontal cognitive control responses

in relation to specific driving events. Thus, this study adds to the field

a more dynamic and ecologically relevant motor task, offering a path

forward for better understanding of integrated cognitive-motor
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processes and more real-world motor tasks, in typically developing

and clinical populations.
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